










































































































































































Addendum - 1 - June 13, 2109 

ATTACHMENT J.1.4  - NEW VERSION UPDATED 061319 - ENGINE 8

A. Commercial Laundry Facility Appliance Upgrades:
1. All work is to be performed during normal business hours and not be disruptive to

operations of facility.
2. PAC to not interfere with operation of existing house washer and dryer units.
3. PAC to F & I (1) MILNOR – 30022T6X – 60LB WASHER [with Electrical

Configuration: 208-240/60/3].
a. F&I new 3” drain line and connect to the main drain located near the hot

water heater; dispose of existing 21/2” drain line.
4. PAC to F&I (1) MILNOR – FC-6 – DRYING CABINET [with Electrical

Configuration 208/60/3 with a 50A breaker].
5. PAC to deliver appliances to job site, uncrate, rig, level and mount to existing

concrete floor using an industry standard anchor bolt and grout procedure, per
approved layout below.

6. PAC to install floor door stop for drying cabinet to prevent the door from hitting the
existing hot water tank.

7. GC to field verify and make adjustments as required to meet FEMS and manufacturer
clearance requirements.

B. Electrical Improvements
1. FOR WASHER:  GC to F & I new electrical circuit, conduit, wiring, outlet, and

disconnect for new washer per manufacturer requirements as follows and per
provided spec sheet.

a. Supply and install one 30-amp, 3 phase fused disconnect and all final
connections
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b. Provide flexible conduit raceways, circuits and make final connections in 
panel. 

c. Provide support in final testing of equipment to assure functionality of 
equipment. 

d. Provide new breakers in panel and label as needed. 
e. Seal all connect penetrations. 

2. FOR DRYER:  GC to F & I new electrical circuit, conduit, wiring, outlet, and 
disconnect for Dryer per manufacture requirements as follows:  

a. Install new conduits raceway and conductors as needed. 
b. Supply and install one 30-amp, 3 phase fused disconnect and one 60 amp 

fused 3 phase disconnect. 
c. Provide flexible conduit raceways, circuits and make final connections in 

panel. 
d. Provide support in final testing of equipment to assure functionality of 

equipment. 
e. Provide new breakers in panel and label as needed. 
f. Seal all connect penetrations. 

 
C. Plumbing Improvements 

1. PAC to reconfigure hot water heater gas line to allow for appropriate room for the 
new Milnor washer. 

2. PAC to F & I new pipe connections between hot water tank and new Milnor washer. 
 
D. Chemical Supply Installation 

1. PAC to F & I 3-pumps chemical dispenser assembly to adequately deliver the proper 
chemistry to the washer: 

2. GC to F & I new a 120V outlet for the chemical pumps that will be located behind the 
commercial washer 

3. PAC to F & I NFPA-approved chemicals for the initial start-up of the washer:  
a. 120 V outlet/dispenser 
b. Dimensions of 3-Pump:  Height 5.8”/Width 11.6”/Depth 6.3”/Weight 16 lbs. 

4. PAC to F & I NFPA-approved chemicals for the initial start-up of the washer:  
a. Detergent:  ECOLAB, TRI-STAR, DETERGENT OZ, 5 gallon, #6116561 
b. Neutralizer: ECOLAB, TRI-STAR, ADVACARE 120 SOUR, 5 gallon, 

#6114299   
 

E. Dryer Exhaust Improvements 
1. PAC to F & I new 6” exhaust duct including all supplies and connections of the 

ducting to reach exterior wall for the FC-6 drying cabinet; include new wall 
penetration with proper sealing and downward goose neck exhaust extension to 
properly vent to the outside and protect from the outside elements. 

2. PAC to remove and dispose of any unnecessary ducting. 
 

F. Installation Inspection 
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1. Within [3 days] after the completion of the installation, schedule a factory-authorized 
PAC service tech on-site for review of the installation, connections and gear guardian 
programming.   

2. PAC to perform start-up of all laundry machinery to ensure proper operation and 
perform operational, troubleshooting. 

 
G. PAC Training 

1. PAC to Provide manufacturer suggested daily/weekly, monthly, and yearly 
maintenance training as prescribed in the provided operational and maintenance 
manuals.   

a. DGS will provide pre-determined, on-site staff that will be responsible for 
future in-house training and equipment oversight to other staff. 

2. PAC to Provide (3) manuals in both hard copy and digital. 
 

H. Maintenance Program (estimated time 2 hours each visit) 
1. PAC to Provide (2) two-hour planned maintenance visits for the first year of 

operation.   
a. The first visit will come 6 months after the signed off start-up date by a PAC 

factory authorized service tech.   
b. The second visit will come during the 12th month after the signed off start-up 

date by a PAC factory authorized service tech. 
c. Adhere to the service scope found within the attached pm checklists.   
d. Provide continuous training on pm and operation procedures.   

2. PAC to provide a full report of PAC technician’s findings during these visits to the 
DGS staff on site.  

 
I. MISC Improvements 

1. GC to provide any and all additional work not listed above, but required to have a 
complete and functioning system in the end.  

2. GC to furnish, install a replacement door from the hallway, to be a left inward swing 
louvered door, painted along new door trim at laundry room entryway using Rust-
Oleum 7400 System Fire Hydrant Red Gloss Finish Industrial Enamel Paint. 

3. Remove all new equipment crating and installation debris from site. 
 

J. Vendor Contact Information: 
 

PAC Industries 
Attn:  Scott Benjamin; 410.299.4739 
scott@pacindustries.com 
 
NOTE:  GC Base Bids must be 100% based on PAC Industries design and 
specifications/cut sheets provided.  Substitutions will not be accepted, and all bids will be 
considered to include specified items whether clarified or not by bidders.   
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